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Can deal making solve your growth problem?

On our minds Most CEOs today recognize that their 
businesses can’t succeed without acquisi-
tions. Companies need to add new capa-
bilities to find the next wave of profitable 
growth, and the vast majority will think 
that an acquisition is the most efficient 
way to deliver what they are looking for. 
Yet acquisitions can be treacherous. In 
buying their way to growth, many compa-
nies lose sight of the fundamental rules 
for making money in their industries. 

How do successful acquirers avoid that 
common pitfall? When we analyzed the 
performance and deal results of 1,700 
companies, our research confirmed that 
major deals succeed in only two circum-
stances—when they buttress a company’s 
current basis of competition or when they 
enable a company to lead or keep up with 
its industry by shifting to a different basis 
of competition. 

Understanding your business’s basis of 
competition—how it makes money and 
competes—is the starting point for any 
successful deal. Typically, companies 
strive to achieve industry leadership in 
five ways: through superior cost position, 
brand power, consumer loyalty, real-asset 
advantage, or government protection. 
Dell, for example, is a classic cost leader. 
For credit card issuers, consumer loyalty 
is critical, because customer acquisition 
is so expensive. The edge of Harrods, the 
venerable department store, comes from 
its tony London location—its asset advan-
tage. Competing in a regulated industry, 
GlaxoSmithKline finds its advantage in 
developing patented medicines and suc-
cessfully guiding them through the gov-
ernment approval process.

For food multinational Kellogg, brand 
strength is unquestionably the basis of 
competition. So when Kellogg’s once-crisp 
business started to grow soggy in 1990s, 
CEO Carlos Gutierrez focused on how the 
company could sustain that strength in 
a rapidly consolidating marketplace. He 
concluded that Kellogg needed broader 
distribution, particularly for its growing 
category of snacks and breakfast bars. The 
best way to distribute snacks was via a 
direct store delivery system, which moved 
products directly from bakeries onto the 
store shelves, speeding inventory turno-
ver. But building one would be expensive; 
Kellogg needed to buy one. So it acquired 
Keebler, the cookie and cracker maker, 
which already had a strong DSD system in 
place. The acquisition became pivotal in 
Kellogg’s turnaround, as revenue rose 43 
percent from 1999 to 2003 and operating 
income nearly doubled. The deal succeed-
ed because it bolstered Kellogg’s basis of 
competition, extending its brand strength 
into new products and channels.

Can a deal solve your growth problem too? 
In many cases, yes—as long as that deal 
is built on a sound competitive founda-
tion and anchored in the fundamental way 
your company makes money. Understand 
that, and you’ve taken the first crucial step 
toward deal success. 

For more information on how to target the 
right acquisitions, please refer to “Building 
Deals on Bedrock”, by David Harding and 
Sam Rovit, which appeared in Harvard 
Business Review, September 2004.

“Strategic deal making 
argues against the big bang 
approach of transforming a 
business through a massive 
acquisition.”
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